
House Rules
In addition to Messe Frankfurt Venue GmbH, Frankfurter Buchmesse GmbH, as organiser, exercises the 
householder’s rights through its employees and/or through employees of the security service commis-sioned. 

1. Every visitor must behave in such a way that the course of the fair is not disrupted, and in  
 particular no one may be interfered with or harassed. The organiser points out that checks  
 of persons and bags can be carried out for security reasons. Likewise, vehicle checks can  
 be carried out throughout the exhibition grounds at any time and for any reason.  
 In addition to checking the holds, containers and bags carried by persons can also be  
 checked. If the control measure is refused, the Frankfurter Buchmesse reserves the right to  
 expel the exhibitor from the exhibition site. 
 Stands may not be set up within the open-air exhibition grounds or within the halls without  
 a rental agreement or the express written approval of the Frankfurter Buchmesse  
 management. It is forbidden to carry objects that could disrupt the event or endanger  
 persons. Gross violations of the House Rules may result in exclusion from further visits to the  
 fair, in which case the entrance fee will not be refunded. 

2. The fair can be closed to the public if its ability to operate is at risk. In this case, there is no  
 obligation to refund admission fees. No liability is accepted for damage caused to visitors  
 by third parties acting in breach of contract. 

3. Please be aware that the fair site is video-monitored for security reasons.  

4. The production of photographs, film and video recordings by Frankfurter Buchmesse GmbH  
 or third parties occurs for reporting purposes. Any advertising and documentation will be  
 cited. Visitors or other persons may not prevent, obstruct or complicate the production of  
 such photographs or recordings. By entering the exhibition grounds, permission is granted  
 for such photographs, recordings and their publication. 

5. Smoking is not permitted in the halls. 

6. It is not permitted to bring animals onto the exhibition site. 

7. The use of flying objects such as drones is prohibited in the halls and outdoor areas. 

8. The Frankfurter Buchmesse House Rules must be fully adhered to.   

9. Frankfurter Buchmesse GmbH may expel persons from the exhibition site in the event  
 that House Rules have been violated.  
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